
EU Immigration LimitationsEU Immigration Limitations



 

Western Europe’ s immigrant population is Western Europe’ s immigrant population is 
growing at an alarming rate, while the growing at an alarming rate, while the 
European birth rate is declining.European birth rate is declining.


 

Many of the immigrants to the EU come Many of the immigrants to the EU come 
from Northern Africa and the Middle East.  from Northern Africa and the Middle East.  
The majority are Muslim and don’t share The majority are Muslim and don’t share 
similar cultures or languages.similar cultures or languages.



What should be What should be 
done about done about 

immigration?immigration?



Many Europeans would like to Many Europeans would like to 
impose quotas (limits) on the impose quotas (limits) on the 

number of immigrants who are number of immigrants who are 
allowed to enter the EU.allowed to enter the EU.



 

Overcrowding in immigrant neighborhoodsOvercrowding in immigrant neighborhoods


 

Willing to work for less than native Willing to work for less than native 
EuropeansEuropeans



 

Many do not assimilate into European Many do not assimilate into European 
cultureculture



 

Increased crime among immigrantsIncreased crime among immigrants
--



Some Europeans think that setting Some Europeans think that setting 
immigration quotas would be unfair immigration quotas would be unfair 

and discriminatory.and discriminatory.



 
Most immigrants are not whiteMost immigrants are not white



 
Most immigrants are not ChristiansMost immigrants are not Christians



 
Many are fleeing persecution in their Many are fleeing persecution in their 
home countries.home countries.



ArgumentsArguments--Immigration QuotasImmigration Quotas

FORFOR


 

Protect European culture Protect European culture 
from outside influencefrom outside influence



 

Protect jobs against Protect jobs against 
cheaper immigrant laborcheaper immigrant labor



 

Reduce overcrowding in Reduce overcrowding in 
immigrant neighborhoods immigrant neighborhoods 



 

Help reduce religious Help reduce religious 
extremism and crimeextremism and crime

AGAINSTAGAINST


 

Encourage illegal Encourage illegal 
immigrationimmigration



 

Make labor costs higher, Make labor costs higher, 
reducing competitiveness reducing competitiveness 
in world marketsin world markets



 

Make Europe appear Make Europe appear 
prejudicedprejudiced
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